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Luminescent molecules that can undergo self-assembly are of great interest for the development of new
materials, sensors, biolabels…. The talk will illustrate some of the recent results on soft structures based
on metal complexes able to aggregate in fibers, gels and soft mechanochromic materials [1]. The use of
platinum complexes as building block for luminescent reversible piezochromic and mechanochromic
materials will be illustrated. The emission of the compounds can be tuned by an appropriate choice of
the coordinated ligands as well as of their aggregation in different structures. The formation of soft
assemblies allows the tuning of the emission color, by pressure and temperature leading to a new class
of materials possessing reversible properties. We demonstrate how even small changes in molecular
design can completely inhibit or enhance the formation of organized supramolecular architectures,
leading to a deep understanding of the key factor affecting the whole self-assembly process.
For some of the compounds we have indeed unraveled a highly complex supramolecular landscape
comprising two kinetic assemblies and the thermodynamic isoform. We have not only characterized all
the assemblies, but also the full chemical management is successfully achieved by the proper use of
supramolecular and photochemical approaches. The monitoring of the different emission properties,
used as fingerprint for each of the assembled species, allowed an unprecedented real-time visualization
of the evolving self-assemblies [2]. We have been able to control the assemblies and obtain uniform
size of the aggregate that can even be converted in a thermodynamic unstable species by light. The full
control of multiple pathways opens the way to design complex systems in and out of their
thermodynamic equilibrium.

The assembly processes can also be studied in confined spaces. The use of zeolites and mesoporous
silica able to entrap precursor for the formation of product with defined conformation and properties is
shortly illustrated.
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